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store locators

mobile maps

reviews

Location services are 
fundamental to every 

brand engagement

Managing location data keeps 
your business everywhere a 
customer could be at their 

point of decision

social

search

directories

apps



Put The Best Version of Your Business…Everywhere

An accurate phone number doesn’t 
matter if you have a one-star rating.



Search 
engines 
display 
results based 
on internal 
ranking 
factors

Customer 
reads reviews 
for each 
location on 
first- and/or 
third-party 
websites

Customer
performs a 
local search
query

Customer
visits the 
location that 
meets their 
criteria and 
completes a 
transaction

60% 
of consumers count bad 
reviews as the primary 
reason for not visiting a 

business

91%
of consumers regularly read 

online reviews

73% 
of consumers think reviews 
older than 3 months are no 

longer relevant

58% 
of consumers pay most 
attention to overall star 

rating

Reviews are Critical Across the Customer Journey

Source:	BrightLocal,	2016



Google’s 2016 Local Rank Factors

1. Distance
2. Relevance
3. Prominence



Reviews Now Impact Local Rank

“Review count and score are factored into 
local search ranking: more reviews and 
positive ratings will probably improve a 
business’s local ranking.” 

Source:	Google,	 2016



Reviews In Organic Search Must Be First-Party



Reviews are the new key 
to starring in search



Where Would You Eat?

of consumers won't consider a local 
business with low ratings

Source:	BrightLocal,	2016



Where Would You Sleep?

of consumers pay attention to the 
quantity of reviews

Source:	BrightLocal,	2016



increase in clicks for a 2nd

position organic search 
result when it features stars

Stars Drive More Clicks

Source:	Yext	Study	via	Survata,	2016



increase in clicks for a 2nd

position organic search 
result when it features a 

greater quantity of reviews

More Reviews = More Engagement

Source:	Yext	Study	via	Survata,	2016



Publishing Response InsightsMonitoring Generation Balancing



Generate Powerful First-Party Reviews

Customer Transacts
A customer visits and 
transacts.

You Request A Review
Request a review from that 
customer after the transaction.

Customer Leaves A Review
Once the customer leaves a 
review, publish it on your 
website and see it appear in 
the organic SERP.

Reviews Attract Future Customers
Future customers see your reviews 
in the organic SERP when they 
perform a local search.



Review Generation: Sync  Your Systems

POS

CRM
Email

Mobile

Connect any system where you store customer 
data via API, or spreadsheet bulk import to 

identify customers to contact.



Review Generation: Contact Your Customers

Flexible email 
templates make 
it easy to send 
bulk or single 
instance emails.



Review Generation: Collect First-Party Reviews

Easily collect first 
party reviews via:

⭐�Email
⭐�Website Buttons
⭐�In-Store Ads
⭐�POS Receipts
⭐�Mobile Apps



Review Balancing: Compel Customers to Leave 
Third-Party Reviews

Encourage customers to leave third-party 
reviews across our network to balance your 
reviews and ratings profile.



Review Balancing:  Balance Your Reviews Across the Web 

Our proprietary algorithm considers ratings, quantity, 
and recency to determine the best site to  re-direct 
customers for third-party review generation.

So you can have the best version of your business 
wherever your customers search.



Review Publishing: Put First-Party Reviews on Your Website

Publish first-
party reviews to 
your website, 
and see stars 
appear on search 
results.



Review Publishing: Screen Reviews Before They Go Live

Choose to publish reviews 
instantly, or quarantine 
questionable reviews so you can 
address them before they go live.



Review Monitoring: See All Your Reviews in One Place 



Review Monitoring: Stay Informed in Real Time

Customizable notifications 
can be scheduled for 
periodic updates, or pushed 
whenever new review 
activity occurs.



Review Response: Strengthen Customer Relationships



Review Response: Improve Your Ratings

2 out of 3
businesses experience a half star rating increase

within six months of starting review response

Source:	Harvard	Business	Review,	2011



Flexible workflows let you route reviews to the appropriate 
people so they can take action while you maintain oversight.

Flexible Workflows Empower Your Team



Review Insights: Gain Actionable Analytics

Review-tailored 
insight tools 
provide actionable 
data to optimize 
operations, and 
improve customer 
experience.



It’s Easy to Get Started

Monitor & Analyze
Understand how you appear online 

through Monitoring & Insights.

Generate & Publish
Passively improve with Generation & 

Publishing.

Respond
Actively improve with review Response.


